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PART A
Answer all (1 marks each)

1. If ,  are the total Hamiltonian and the unperturbed Hamiltonian respec vely and  is the
perturbing poten al in the interac on picture then the state ket in the interac on picture 
(a) depends on (b) depends on 
(c) depends on (d) is independent of 

2. In the case of a two state system which is ini ally in the ground state, interac ng with the
sinusoidal oscilla ng poten al  on resonance with the system, With  and 
deno ng the coefficients for the ground state and the excited state respec vely, with me the
system undergoes
(a) absorp on of energy (b) emission of energy
(c) both (d) stays in the ground state

3. In sca ering theory, the par al wave expansion is suitable for par cles with
(a) medium energy    (b) all energy
(c) low energy            (d) high-energy

4. If  is the Pauli matrices and  and  are vectors then ( )( ) =      
(a)  - i ) (b)  ( ) - i ( )
(c)  ( ) + i ( ) (d)  + i )

5. For a system of Bosons the valid rela on is
(a) [ ]              (b) 

(c) [ ]                 (d) 

PART B
Answer any 7 (2 marks each)

6. Define transi on probability.
7. Show that the transi on probability is the same in Schrodinger and Interac on picture.
8. What is dipole approxima on?
9. What are par al waves in sca ering theory?

10. State the meaning of resonance sca ering.
11. Write the op cal theorem in sca ering theory.
12. What is meant by large and small components in rela vis c quantum mechanics.
13. Show that { , } = 
14. Dis nguish between a func on and a func onal.
15. What is a Poisson bracket? write the equa on of mo on in terms of the Poisson bracket.
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PART C
Answer any 4 (5 marks each)

16. Using me dependent perturba on theory solve a two state problem interac ng with a
sinusoidal poten al.

17. A system in an unperturbed state n is suddenly subjected to a constant perturba on H'(r)
which exists during me t  0. Find the probability for the transi on from state n to state k
and show that it varies harmonically.

18. In the Born approxiam on, derive the sca ering amplitude for sca ering from a square well
poten al,  for  and  for .

19. Determine the current density and the charge density on the basis of Klein Gordon equa on.
20. Show that Klein Gordon equa on leads to nege ve probability density.
21. Dis nguish between second quan za on of Bosons and Fermions.

PART D
Answer any 3 (12 marks each)

22.1. Discuss the sudden approxima on method.

OR

2. Discuss me dependent Perturba on theory and deduce Fermi's Golden Rule.
23.1. Explain resonances in sca ering theory. with a neat diagram explain how metastable bound

states are formed.
OR

2. Obtain the expression for the differen al sca ering crosssec on when the energy of the
incident par cle is small compared to the energy of the sca ering poten al.

24.1. In rela vis c quantum mechanics show that the total angular momentum is a constant of
mo on.

OR

2. Discuss the quan sa on of a rela vis c spinor field.
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